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°THE-INFLUENCE OF SCIENC4 KNOWLEDGE STRUCTUKES

uN CHILDREN'S SUCCESS IN SOLVING ACADEM1,C PhubLEMS

Knowledge structures, tne information-processing term for organized
0

networks of information stored in semantic or long-term memory, have

received much attention in recent years botn from researoners who stuay

the structure of human memory (e.a.4 Bower, 1975; Kintsch, 1901).anc

from tnose who explore the role of knowledge structures in .the leaning

of academic subject matter (e.A.4 Greeno, 1976; Snavelson and Stanton,

1975).

ln the case of the former group, current studies of how knowledge

is represented in semantic memory include such work as the study of'how

knowleoge of geometry is represented (Greeho, 19i7)) how stories are

represented (Rumelhart, 1975), and how various types of simple and

complex problems are represented-and solved (Newell and SiMon, 1972;

Greeno, 1976). Drawing on this growing body of tneory and empirical

work, resev.rcners in tne latter group have attempted to develop measures

of knowledge structures, to trace changes in structure aS a result of

instruction, and to .explore the relationship between'. knowledge

Structures and problem solving.

ln a vein similar to the second of these researcn thrusts, the

researun we report here calls upon information-processing psy,nology tor

notions that may suggest possible fruitful relationships to explore

between Knowledge structures and issues of instructional import,

particular, we have investigated the relationship between students'

structuring ability and their success in_ solving verbal aeadelaid



problems.

Lie link we perceive between knowledge structures and success- in

solving verbal academic problems is suggested in the sPeculations of

Greeno (1976) on the nature of knowledge structures .and cognitive

: prOcesses involved in solving problems. dreeno (1973)111as proposed tnat

in semantiC memory two kind of knowledge are stored, propositional and

algorithmic; Propoeitional knowledge refers to concepts and the
LI

relations between them; structures sometim6s, thought of 4s concept

networks. Algorithmic knowledge "is in the form of operations or rules"

,add. "translates readilyf 0 action" (p. 114). A parallel distinction

is made by Sacerdoti (1977) who uses the terms declarative (for

propositional) and procedural (for algorithmic) knowledge, and both

c0nceptualizations touch base with our present research since they point

to two possible major components of problem-solving performance.

In a more recent publication Greeno,(1976) describe:. 1 typology of

problem-solving skills that contains three major categoies: problems

of inducing structure, of transformation, and of arrangement. Of
a

particular importance to our work is his discussion of problems of

inducing structure, a prototypical example being.verbal analogies of the

sort, ja IQ. sia Q. Greeno proposes that the processes in

solving analogies and similar induction problems are closely analogous

to the processes involved in understanding language (e.., text). In

each case it is postulated that an individual must identify relations

between components (concepts) and then combine them into integrated

patterns.\ Altnough he does not discuss these processes in terms of nis

propositional/algoritnmic 'distinction, we believe it ois accurate to



interpret nis.supposition as a praim that in both cases the individual

must constructs a 'propositional -knowledge structure. Greeho further .

proposes that solving analogies'is more difficult than- understandihg

sentenqe,

problems.

since the relations must.be induged in tne case of analogies

With respect, to -research cOncerned. with -relating, measures of

knowleOte structures and Troblem 4solving, Greeho's formulation suggests

that individuals who are betterost)ructurers- of knowledge should be more

successful solvers of analogies and similar types of problems. Mat.is

required to study this implication is a tecnniqUe tnat both. adequately
4

represents knowledge structures in school subject matters am:I monitors

cnahges in structures as a result Of instruction. Also needed is a

procedure for re;iably distinguishing between highly competent ana less

competent structurers.

The most popular techniques investigators have used to probe

,knowledge structures continue to be variations of word association and

similarity-rating tasks (e.,JEJ.,6navelson, 1914; Preece, 1916a)

Graph-tree construction and card-sort tasks (142.20 anaveson, 1914):

_more recent additionst-can be classed as similarity ratin6 procedureea.

VI

Tne .essential cnaracteristic of all these tasks is that subjects link

concepts, Usually.words. instructious may direct subjects to generate

woras upon presentation of a "stimulus" term or to relato terms on the

oasis of their similarity Only in the graph-tree construction^

procedure do subjects connect large numbers of concepts in one

nicrarcnical' structure: Cara-sort ,ask .instructions generally .Ask

subjects to plaae similar terms into groups.
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Transforming the raw daa into a graphic representation of

structure nas often been the aim of researchers, who have employed

various tecnniques including multidimensional scaling onavelson,

1974; Preece, 1976a), hierarchical clustering, ana-Waern's graphing

procedure (see Preecet 1976a). Tnese statistical procedures, which.

. yield group structures, have- been -the subject of criticism for the

assumptions they make about the "underlying" structure of Knowledge, for

the reasonableness of statisticalaSsumptions that must be satisfied,

and for.their reliance onlieyebailing" the visual representations as the

last step of the analysis. (see Eignor, 1978).

Tne teonnique we have cieveloped to probe knowleage structures and

analyze the representations is an* extension of the card-bort method

aescribed by ohavelson and Stanton (1975).in their valination stuay of

tnree Methoaologies for representing knowledge structures. However, our-

approach, called the .c2ncept ,;Itructure -Analysis Iechnique (ConSAT),

differs in several respects from tne card-sort proceaure and subsequent

statistical analyses. With the ConSAT, students produce grapnic

structural representations directly, tnus eliminating tne necessity of

using sta.eistical procedures to transform raw aata into a graphic form.
V

Also, structures of individuals are represented) relati'ons between

concepts as well as associations between them are probed, and 'the

integration of more thah one kind of structure'can beerepresented ana
11

am.yzea. Jtuaent structures can then be comparea with a "standard",

'students who are competent strueturers can be iuentificul and tne

rel'ationsnip between the ability to seructure and success in solving

problems of inducing structure can be'Investigated.
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Tne study was carried out in a sectarian elementary schooI locatea

in a large city. T& school's.approximately 400 students in grades 4

through d some from middle class homes in the immediate neighborhood. .

Tne science teacher selected 30 students, 17 female and 1 male, from

tne eighth grade classes to participate in. the study. -Ali students were

14*.

familiar with the mechaniSs of using the sAf-instructional materials

used in the study, since theY had previously studied science units in

the Inuivi4m4ized ,cience program from which. the--'i.1_ ructional

materials wPre drawn. None of the students had previously received

instruct !. geology.

baDer als

Tne instructional materials used in this research, developed by the

authors of tnis paper, deal with the,subject of minerals ana rocks, and

consist of a segment of the field-testing version of.the Lyell Unit of

the Indivtdualiiel .11.1.gag.1 program (Champagne and Klopfer, 19(4,

19/2-1975). The Lyell Unit includes aspectl of dessriptive,,historical,

ana physical geology. The Invitaton to Explore (1TE) Minerals and Hocks

is primarily descriptive geology: The student's booklet for the ITt is

67 typewritten pages long, and consists of reaaing text, manipulative

aetiVities, and Student self-administered progress tebts. n the

average. a studt eompletes tne IT6 in three to-four.weeks witn five'

45-minute periods per week.
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Tne lT4inerals and hocks was designed to incorporate structgal

'features of the content x)f descriptivse.-Ifology. The oltructural

relations include hierarchical class-inclusion, transformational, ana

definitional relatiOns. The ITE is organized, in part, around the

definition of a mineral, and the taxonomic clissificaton of rocks. The

two most important structural relations, one hierarchical and tne other

transformational, are the classificatton of rocks on the basis of how

they forth and tne rock cycle through which each of three kinds of

rock--igneous, metamorphic, sedimentary--can be transformed A.nto either

of the other kinds.

Tne ITh begins by setting a strUctural context for the student.

The content structure. is described in the text and is represented

visually with a. drawing that illustrates both the .hietarcnical

relationships among Major concepts and examplesof tne.cOncepts.. The

introductory narrative summarizes these relations, which are elaborated

on throughout the text of the 1T6. Transformational relations are

anotner major structural feature represented in tne text of the 1Th.

The diagram below indicates the sequence of steps i Lne study.

Concept Concept'

structuring---->Pretest---->Instruction---->Posttest---->structuring
task task

./'
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First, we administered pre-instructional conCept stvucturing,taske.

These tasks .probed for structural knowledge about the concepts of ,

descriptive geology in.our knstructional materials. The students then

took a pretest on science content contained in the materials. Tnird,

the students received four weeks of instruction using the 1TE Minerals

and Hocks. Instruction was followed by a posttest, almost identiCal

with the pretest, and concept structuring tasks, wnich were the same as

'the ones aaministered before iriptruction. The study was carried out

over a period of six'weeks, with one week before and after instruction

for administering the concept structuring tasks.

.The prè- and post-tests were divided \into three parts: a

multiple-choice item test covering tne science content ofthe iTr.,; an

analogies items test using key terms used in the instructional materials °

Alaaull is to as Alamonl'is to carbon: (1)natural,

(2)calcium carbonate (correct choice], (3).molecule, (4)atom) and a

set-memberdbip items'test where eaCn item contains a set of four terms,
,s

one of which the student had to identify as not belonging, to the set

(e.g., Cross- out the word that does lap. belong with the otner three:

lava limestone sandstone shale). The pre- and pust-tests'differed

only in Part I, which contained 45 responses_ on the pre-test and

additional responses on the post-test. These tests were aaministered by

the classroom teacher.

The concept structuring tasks were administered in three parts.

The' first part probed students' knowledge structures of prerequisite,'

science concepts, i.e., concepts the designers 'presumed stuaents

comprehendea And. which were necessary for comprehension of tne scienCe

42



cdntent in the ITE Minerals and Rocks. -The second part probed
. .

steUctural knowledge of minerals, and the third. part- concerned

'structural knowledge of rocks. For each task, we used a different set

of cards on which the'conncepts were printed.

Tde concept structuring tasks were individUal,lyadministered in the

following manner. Each student was told the purpose- of the study and

was then led tnrougha practice task-that consisted of cards containing
4

familiar anatomical terms. The terms included in each set are listed in

Figure 1 under tneir respective heacTings: practice task, J.,TOm task,

.,M1NERAL task, and ROCK task. For bcith the practice task and eacn

succeeding task, the student was shown the set of cards and.asked if she

recognizea each term in the set. 'Then, using the.recognized terms; the
la

student was told that the object of the ta was to arrange the cardi in

a way tnat would show "hoW you think about the words." The arrangement

was _aid out on a large piece of'paper (28 x 41 cm) and tne cards, wnich

had an adhesive on their revePse sides, were pressed into place. Tne

student was then asked to explain why he or she arranged the words in

this particular way. The responses were recorded by drawing lines on

the paper between-cards designated by the studelit and writing in the

relations between words as described by the student. Thesprocedure for

administering the concept structuring task was the same before and after

instructionl.except that it was unnecessary to conduct the practice task

on the post-instructional administration.

o



INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

Analysis of Knowledge Structure Representatiofts

..s

04,

The methbd we devised for analyzing the data depends . on .

:ascertaining the degree of correspondence between students' structures

and a standard structure. For this study, congruence between student'

knowledge structures and content structure is determined by comparing

'certain characteristics of the representations .c4". student knowledge

structur es. iiith those of a theoretically derived standard strUctur4. In

deriving the standard structure, we assumed (a) tnat the scientific 0

writings of experts in a field gre represeneations of the content

structure df tnat discipline, and (b).that ir dome way or ways the

structure of the disCipline is coneruent with knowledge structures of

exPerts since the way experts.:write. about_a subject musi reflect to

some degree how they think about the subject (i.e., writing reflects

knowledge structure). Thus, to obtain a representation of the content

Structure of the discipline two alternatives are available: (1) to

empirically obtain representations of knowledge structures of a :number

of people knowledgeable,in a field and identify cnaracteristics common

to them, or _.(4 to_consult tne writtngs of 'experts and derive tne \

sructuties of tne discipline based on the above assumptions. An example

pertinent to our study is the representation of the structure of tae

'aiscipline of geology in materials written by experts in the fiela.

Ueologists tend to write (and think) about rocks.in a way tnat snows

P
that rocks are classified on the basis of a transformational cycle. .
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When.a" geologiSt (Or any scientist) classifies objects in accordance
,

/
with the prevailing ideas of the science discIpline, he or she is doing -

much more than sorting things into groups. Tne particular scheme of

classification that is commonly uied by the practitioners of a sciet :e

at a giveh time refiebts the principal theory Or beliefs'concerning he

science's domain, at that time. As a.science evoltfes and its theories

'change., the cnanges are'reflected 'in a revised,classification scheme for .

rocks. Wnen' tne knoWledge structure of an expert displays three

principal grou s--igneous, metamorphicsedimentary, 11 displays-at the

mucn o the current theory, i,e1Ahe,conceptual structure;'of. ,

,

payaical \yther.possible Schemes for .classification bould -ba

6

based, fOr,example, On the physical characteristics of the'samples'or on

their chemidal comPosition'as well as mote conceptually on the way in

wnich they were formed. Any one'of thes4oschemes could be equally valia

if it suited,the particblar purpose for classifying tne samples. ,The
,

knowledge .structure as derimed from icieniific writings About geology

are'important in our analysis etf student. knowledge structurles.

it

The degree of ,correSpondence between 'student and .standard

structures is ascertained by assessing' the extent to which certain

°

crueial attribiltes' of the standard structure are p'resent in the student

structure. First, from a careful analysis of the standard structurev we 6

prepare qua1itative,d6Scriptions of the crucial attributei it exnibits.

Tnen . we search the student structure for the attributes and, aedending

on whether thekare present or abSent,,we assign the saluent el:.ruetur,

'to one of several structure classes. These structure classes, wnion are

-4

(1k:fined cniefly on the basis of tne crucial attributes of th% standara

structure, are arranged in 04-de" of increasing Complexity. In tne
41

O.



lowest structure class", .the organizing attribute is simply some

graphemic property common to the words ,themselves, foe example, tne

.:comilion "-Ile ending for names of minerals. In the more complex

classes,,tne words are treated as concepts, and itj.s the concepts which

are structured accordimg7tO Various. attributes .that relate them. A

i

ditferent serie;:, Of structure'classes has' be defined, of course, for

every set of concepts presented in a concept tructuring task.

\\

For boi.h the RCK and MINERAL concepts "wnich .were used in our

Structurir3 ,tasks, we carried,oub analyses of,the knowledge Structure

representations as just outlined. A detailed description of how we

analyzed the ROCK concepts and defined the HOCK structure classes is_

givell in 'Champagne al (Note 1). FrOm thtt analysis, We reproduce

here tne, standard structure for the HOCK conCepts (Figure 2) and the

'chart sammariiling the'ROCK structure classes (Fitgure3). The analysis

()fit the MfNERAL chcepts ith given in the following paragraphs%
)

al

a.

INSEHT, FIGURES 2 _and, 3 ABOUT HERE

MINERAL Structuring Task

Oiven'the words and phrases of the MINERAL concepts structuring

4

task, (see Figure ,1g, tne definitiqaof a mineral provides one major

structure. Mineral class membrship and non-membership relations form a'

second structure. Both' of these,structures are shown in Figure 4. The -

hierarchical relations that exist. etween a specific kind of r.ock, tne .

^% 4

f Q
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minerals of wnich the rock is comoosed, a:'d the minerals' cnemical

compositions, expressed .using both a 'chemical name, (e.g., calcium

carbonate) and a cheMical fcrmula (e,.g14' CaCU3), define a third

structure (see Figure 5). Although :this struclue is designattd

"hierarchical," it should be noted the:, it is composed of two,different

relations. Limestone physica;ly, contains calcite crystals. Calcite

0

"contains" calcium carbonate in the sdne tnat, upon chemical analysii,

the mineral calcite will be found to consist,of calcium carbonaLa, which

is presumed to mean mllaulta of calcium carbonate.

INSERT FIGURES' 4 and 5 ABOUT HERE

The structure in Figure 6 is a .representation refiecting tne

'chemical yelationships among the words, as. contrasted With the

geological relationships-represented in Figure 5. Note particularly

e

that from a chemical perspective, calcite, limestqne, and sea shells are

roughly analogous, while geologically they are quite distinct. Figure 7

depicts graphically how the chemical properties of several substances

.are compared with the properties that define tne characteristics of

minerals to determine whether or not the sUbstance in question is a

mineral.'

INSERT FIGURES 6 and,1 ABOUT hERE

ti`



The integration.of the six structures shown in Figures 4 througn 7

into one standald structure is somewqat easier to peoform "in the head"

tnan on papqr. .As we have done it (Figure 8), many of the subtleties of

the six seParate struciures are no longer evident. Nevertheless, tnis

integrated structure does depict all the essential relationships shown

in the separate structures and, therefore, can SerVe satisfactorily as

the standard structure. By analyzing this standard structure, we can

identify the crucial attributes exhibited in it and prepare a-

qualitative description of these. Using ths .descriptions of, the

attributes, we designate a series of structure classes for the' MINERAL ,

concepts structuring task. A summary of these MINERAL. structuring

classes, is shown in the bhart of FigUre 9. This chart is similar.in

form to tne one.shown in Figure 3'for tne ka structure classes, and

tne,function which the two charts serve for,us is 'the same.

INSERT FIGURES 8 and 9 ABOUT HERE

A

identification of High- and Lot4-Structuring Groups

The main purPose of our analysis of knowledge structure

representations is to establish a means by wnich "high" structuring

students'and "low structuring students can be identified. ijnce a

series of structure classes has been designated for a set of concepts,

we can use the descriptions of tne classes to decide which attributes

Student structures must display to classify them as nigh or law

structurers. 6ince two series of structure classes were constructed,



one for the ROCK concepts (Figure ;3) .and another.for the MINERAL

concepts (Figure 9), corresponding:high- ana low-structuring groups were

identified.

For the ROCK concepts structuring task, high structurers were those

students whose structures displayed attributes equal to or greater than

those of class W-5 on the ROCK structure ciassee (see Figure 3). The

criterion for low structurers was a rating /ess than or equal to class

W on the post-instructional RUCK task and a ra4ngof kess-ttran- lass

W-3 on the pre-instructional ROCK task.

For the MINERAL concepts structuring task only a student whose

MINERAL structure was rated as class W-5 or W-6 (see Figure 9) on the

pre- or post-task was designated as a high structurer. R student who

was rated as class 14-3 or lower :on'both-thc pre- and post-task was

designated as-a .low structurer.

Since we had (little reason to expect that succes, at structuring

concepts. in our tasks woUld depend to a significant extent on content

specific characteristics, we decided against splitting tne sample into

tne subgroupings, high-high, high-low, low-hign, and low-low.

Analyses of Scores and items

The three parts of the wri'tten test, we administered before and

after instruction yielded scores for each student's performance on items*

testing for geology knowledge (part 1) and on two kinds of verbal

problem items, analogies (part 2) and set-memberstlip (part .)). we also

obtained each student's I.Q. score, based on a recent administration of

16
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the Otis-Lennon Mental, Abilities Test. For every score, the usual

0
descriptive statistics were calculated for the total group of students,

as well as the.product-moment correlations between every.pair of scores.

Using a t-test for Correlated groups, we tested the significance of the

difference between-the means before and.after instruction on each score.

The same sequence of analyses was repeated four times: for students who,

were identified for the high-estructuring group on the basis of the RQOK

conceptS structuring task, for.student6 .4no were so identified for the

low-structuring group, and for tne high- and low structuring groups of

students identified on the basis of 'the MINERAL concepts structuring
,

task. Using a t-test for iindependent groups, we.tested tne significance'

of tne difference between the means of the high- 'and low-structuring

groups on each score.

Results

Pre- to Post-Instructional Changes in Scores
,r

In this and the following two sections, we present the results of

analyses of nine score variables, yla:

44119.iy, Kqowledge ;tems--consisting of items administered'both

before andafter instruction to test the students'knowledge of the

geology subject matter in the 1TE Minerals and Rooks; maximum

possible score; 45 '

Variable 1 - pre-instructional score

Variable 2'- post instructional soore.

Qeololv, Lrghlalge. Percent.--peroentage of correct responses on ine

geology knowledge pretest with a total of 45 points and On tne

4.
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geology xno1edge posttest with a total of 62 points;

possible score: 100

Variable 3 - Pre-instructional score

Variable 4 - Post-in4truction4 score

'e
An4loaies itlal--maximum OsSible score: 17

Variable 5 - Pre-instructional score

Variable 6 - Post7instructiona1 score

Set-Membership Items--maximum possible se\ re: 12

Variable 7 - Pre-instructional score

Variable 8 -yost -instructional score

1.44'..77..Variable 9

16

maximum

-,

.

For each) of the nine variables "just descrid, the means and
,

A 1

standard errors for all 3C students in the study dre presented in Tabl.e ,
. f

L. This table also .shows the pre- to post-instructional changes in mean

scores on Geology Knowledge Items, Geology Knowledge Percent, analogies
,

items, and set7membership items. The statistical significance, of ,eadh

of these changes was tested using a t-test-for correlated means, and the
,z.

results of these tests arso are shoWn in Table 1. We found that the

grz- to post-instructional gains in means scores were statistically
.1

significant (P<.01) for GeOlogy Knowledge Items, Geology Knowledge

Percent, and analogies items, but.there waS not a significant gai'n at

the .05 level forithe.set-membershiO items.

'INSERT 'I'AbLE 1 AbOUT hEAE
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Comparisons.of High and Low-Structuring Groups

17 ,

As described in the discussion of our methods of analysis, we

identified 10 etudents in the high-structuring grCup and. 12 Students in

the lowstructuring group on the.basis of the RUCK concepts structuri,ng.
\\

tasK. Prior to instruction., the more competent structUrers recognized a

far greater numberlof terms on both -the ROCK and MINERAL Concepts

strvaturing tasks than did the less competent strUcturers. Frequency

counts of unrecognized,terms for both structuring groups on eaon task

(prior to instruction as well:as after instruction) appear in Table 2.

Furtner examination of Table 2 shows that the pre-instructional

difference between high- and low-structuring 'groups in:unrecognized

, terms has largely disappe'ared by the end of instruction: The means, and
c

standard errors for all nine' variables listed above-for the twO groups

are presented in Table 3, Tnis table also shows 4the resuit'S of tne

0

t-est usea to , test the statistical significance of pre- to'

post-instructional changes in mean scores.

fy

INSERT TABLES 2 AND 3'ABOUT HERE

The statistical'sagnifi(ance of the difforence between tne means on

each variaLe for tae high- and low-struOtur!ng groups was tested using

*a t-test for, independent, means. The_ results of theSe tests are.

'presented in Table 4. Using these results'and those snown in Table

we can compare the several scores obtained by the high- ana

low-structuring groups that we identified' from tne ROCK concepts'



structuring task.

a.

INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE

13

before instruction the nigh-structuring group performed better-than

the low-structuring group (difference between means significant at the

.05 level) in both the Geology'Knowledge Items and Geology Knowledge

Percent scores. For both scores the.pre- to"post-instructional gains in

the means were statisiicaliy-sigpificant'for botn groups. However, tne

post=.instructional differences between the means for both the GeOlogy

-

Knowledge Items tadPercent Scores' for the two groups are not

statistically significant. (p>.1) We---observe a similar result for the'
----

analogieS items score. Here the high-structuring-- groupls ,

pre-instructural mean is significantly higner (p<.01.) tnan the mean of

tne lowstructuring group. ,The latter group's...pre- .to post-test gain is

statistically Significant (15<.01) while the high-structuring group's
A

gain is ,not, and the post-instructioual difference between the means of

the two groupi on the analogies items'is not statistically significant
-,

at the .05 level.

The high-structving group also outperformed the low-structuring

group on the set-membership items scor9 before instruotion,,(differencel

between means significant at the :05 level). Here, however, the pre- to

post-instructional gain -was statistically. significant (p<.0.5) for the

high-structuri.ng group while the 1ow-structurir4 group did .not gain.

2
.".

0
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Tne post-instructional difference between the means of the two groups on

the set-membersnip items is significant at the .01 level; Finally, the

difference , between the two groups' means on the L.Q. score is

.significant at the .05 level.

In addition to designating high- and low-structuring groups of

students on. the basis of the.ROCK cOncepts structuring task, we also

employed the student _response structure from- the MINERAL concepts

structuring task to identify high and low groups Using the Criteria'

-r

described in the discussion of our methods of analysis, we identified 9

students in the high-strudturing group and 10 students in the

low-str-Uotur-i,ng-groop-on-the---basis---of--the---KINERAL----eoneepts-----s-truet-uring°

task. Of .these 9 high -structuring.group itudents, 5 also were,members

of the Zigh-structUring group of ROCK concepts, and .of the ,10

lbw-structuring. groUp students on MINERAL concepts, 7 also Were in tne

loW.-structuring group On ROCK concepts. ,While the overlap in membership.

. of th0 high- and low,structuring groups .based on the two concepts

structuring tasks iS considerable, the nerformance of the high and low

groups on MiNERAL concepts was somewhat Aifferent'from tne high and low

groups of ROCK concepts on the nine variables ,for Which scores were

In.Table 5 we present the means, and standard errors jor all nine

ariab1e6 and the significance tests for pre- to post-instructional

.changeSNin.means scores of the high- and-low-structuring groups on the.

r

.1basis of MINERAL concepts structuring task. Table 6 snow tne

siginificance for the difference between the means on eaon

variable for the hig and low-structuring groups.

21
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INSERT TABLES 5 AND 6 ABOUT KERE

The first four lines of Table 6 show that the means of the

high-structuring group for both the Geology Knowledge items and Geology ,

Knowledgl Percent scores were higher than the means of the

low-structuring group both before and after instruction-, but neither

difference is statistically 'significant (0.11 on either occasion.

Nevertheless, as Table 5 shows, both groups made statistically

signifitant pre- ta-post-instrUttionar garnsoin means scores forrn both

Geology Knowledge Items and Geology Knowledge Percent, Both groups also

macte-stat4stically significant gains in the means fOr the analogies.

items scores from before to after instruction. however, we see in Table

6 tnat the difference betueen the means of high.: and low- structuring

;

groups for the analogies items sdores-is not statistically significant

at the .05 level either before or after instruction..

For the set-membershiluitem, scores, the difference between the

means. of the high- low-struct&Ing groups--Is statistically

Significant (p<.01) before instruction, as well as after instruction.

Tne. pre- to- post-instructionaI gain in tne mean scOre, of the

high-structuring group is significant at the .05 level, but there.is no

change in the mean score of the, low-structuring group Fina4y,

Oomparing the mean I.Q. scores of theehigh- and low-structurihz groups

based on the MINERAL concepts structuring task; we see that their

difference is not statistically significant; (p>.1).
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Summary of Score Comparisons

The tnree pre- to post-instructional gains in mean scores which are

statistically significant for the total group (Table 1)/ also are

statistically significant for each high- and low-structu ing group

(Tables. 3 and 5), whether identified on the baSis of the R CK concepts

/

or the MINERAL concepts structuring task. Thus, improvement from before

to after instruction was made in the Geology Khoyledge/Items, Geology

Knowledge Percent, and analogies items .scores Tor both the

high-structuring and low-structuring students. ne findings, are

different, however, for the set-membership items scor. Hare', tne pre-
,

to pc t-instrfactional gains in mean scores are statistically significant'

for the high-structuringstudents, identified by either set of concepts,

but no statiStically significant improvement is Shown by the

low-structuring students. ,

we :also have ,four mean scores that compare high- and

low-structuring students' success in 3olving verbal problems. Wnen tne

groups are identified on the basis,of theIMINERAL concepts structuring

task, ,the high-structuring group performs significantly better than the.

1-oy-structuring group 111--two of tte---four--inStanoes-c-viz.,--ini--46e----

set-membership items before and after instruceion (Table 6). We also

note in Tables 4.and 6 that in those instances where the mean score Of

the high..structuring group on the analogies or set-membershi0 items is
.\\ .m

not significantly different at the ..05 l\tvel from the mean score of the

low-structuring grouAe the observed difference does approach this,level

of statistical signifiCance., The probability of obtaining a t-vaiue as

large as the one calculated is less than .10 in eacn Of these instances.

'e
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All n ally the comparisons of mean scores provide some positive (

evidence that students identified as being in a high-structuring group

are more successful in" solving verbal problems than students in a

low-structuring.group.

Discussion

The results of this study suggest that students who are more

competent structurersr as identitied by applying the ConSA1, tend to be

more successful than less competent struaturers in solving problems in,

which *they must indUce structures. Students' ..performance on

set-membership items, where the difference between the means for' the

more and less competent structurers was statistically siAificant at the

% .01 level, supplies the most cleai.* 'evidence for this interpretation.

The results for the analogies items also contribute to° this

interpretation. On analogies items, the ulbre competent struoturers in

the' HOCK- concepts structuring tasks outperformed tnp less 'competent

strucprers prior to instruction (p<.05), and in the three remaining

instanCes (post-instruction for the ROCK task groups, and pre- and

post-instruction for tht MINERAL task groups), the statistical tests of

the differences betwe4n Means on analogies approached the .05'

significance level.

41

Two pieces of evidence suggest that, while the more competent

structurers may, have had more concepts committed to memory Wore

instruction, this dvantage has disappeared after instructiOn.

Indicative of tnis pre-to7post trend are the observed frequencies Of

;

unrecOgnized terms ,(see Iaule 2), as well as the Geology Knowledge item

1

24



results, where no significant difference between tht more competent and

the less competent structurers was observed after instruotion. Thus,

after instruction the two groups appear to be workinOrom essentially

the same base set of concepts. -If one pictures a cgrfeept network as a

set of nodes and relationships between e nodes, a plausible

Interpretation of these results is that.the memory

structurers contained very similar sets of nodes-.

of both groups of

Instruction may have had an.additional influence op students that . .

helps to explain why the differences between the more competent and the

less,competent structurers are more evident on the set-membership items.

We tentatively hypothesize that set-membership items are more difficult

to process than analogies items since the solution of a set-membership

itcla must be ''.attained with fewer ."olues". Since the instrudtional

materials were designed to empiiasiie certain steuctural principles of
o

geology explicitly, we' belitve it 'is reasonable to conjecture that

'instructign,sO Aesigned offsees ta some degree the advantage which the

more competent structurers bring o the problem-solving task. Thus, on

prloblems whose solutions call upon a. greater ability, to induce-
0

struotures, the difference betweem the Amore atid less competent

--Structurers would bedomer-tore- apparnt-;- Thes-retUrtg-tendt to sOport

Shavelson's (1973) contention that students who are better problem

Solvers following instruction form cOnceptual networks more readily than

thoSe wno are poorer problem solvers. We feel, thought.that our:results

tease Out.the relationship more clearly since in our case, the nature of

,

tne problem tasks was specified to a finer degree. I)
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That tne ConSAT differentiates students more on the basis Of stable,'

individual characteristics than on content specific att?ibutes is

indicated by our finding that gray two students mi,lo were designated high

on the basis of one grouping were low on the other. Five students were__ _

high on the basis of both the MINERAL and.the..,R(XIC cOncept structuAng

1.taskel seven-.mere low bn %both, and the remainder were a'combination

either of high and-medium or of low and medium. 6Ontributing to this

interpretation is our observation, described in a Prevus report (Note

1), that less competent structurers onIspur'dgeology copbept structuring

, tasks were unable to *ucture thirty4erms j'elatec to fOods. None was
0

. ,

.,

able to generate a, scheme of clasification applicable to ill6the foo4.

RJ

Tney r,uld only °classify :foods with which they-Or members:of their

, i..

.

immediate family had,had.experience, suggesting that they were unawarer--

4

a

0

Ot structuring as a sieategy for reducing large atiounts,of information'

into more)manageable units.

Finally, as a procedure for,probing knowledge structures certain

.

features of the ConSAT recommend its further development. Tne abiliti

to probe for relations between concepts, to monitor and analyze

truclute changes 31f indiVidOl_s as a result of instruction, and to

probe forthe integration of' more than,one kind of structure" are the

Is

advantages we perceive.

1. 26
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Table 1

Means andtandard Errors of All Vatilables for the Total
Group and Pre- to Post.Insfructional Changesa

Variable Mean S.E.

1 Geol PRE 22.30 0.80

Geol pOST 28.43 1.08

3 Geol % PRE 54.23 1.95

4 Gaol % POST 63.73 2.29

5 Analog PRE . 7.,13 0.47

6 Analog 'POST 9.23 0.54

Set-M PRE 5.13 0.29

8 Set-M POST 5.73 0.40

9 I.Q. 109.33 '2.12

41111011.41MMPIMOW
1111111111110111W*MINIMINWEININIIMIENIIIIIIIIIIIIIWO10

PRE to POST Changes

Difference S.E.

+6.13 0.88 6.94**

+9.50 1.78 5.32**
'

+2.10 062 4.04**

+0.60 0.31 1.92*

,

9,

aN*30

* p< .01

Table 2

Unrecognized Words for Struouring Grdups for Both
Pre. and PostInstructional Concept Structuring Tasks,

II .1

Pre:.

Ass

Post.

Low
411,1.1..1111111 I

Rock 42 2

Mineral -53 1.1

High .

Rock 10

Mineral 18

;1

11



d Table 3

Means and Standard Errors ot All Variablet for the High. and LowStructuring
Groups on the ROCK Concepts Struct4ring Task and Pre. to Post. Instructional Changes

WINE.O0.11
Variable

2

3

Gaol PRE

dot POST

Gaol % PRE
e

Geol % POST

5 Analóg PRE

(1

Analog' POST

7 SetM PRE

8 Set-M POST

1 -Geol PRE

.2 Geol POST
(I

3 Gaol % PRE,
°

4. Geol % POST

5. - Analog PRS
l

6 Analog POST'

Set-M PRE

'8 Set-M POST

9 l.a.
S.

"

Mean' S.E.

PRE to POST Changes .

Diffeience t

. 'High.Structuring Groub on.ROCK Concepts

24.40 . 1.46

29.70 1.74

69.20 3)57

67.80 4.29

9.40, 0.48

10.40 0.81

6.00 . '0.36

.7.40 0.72

116.30 3.91
-

+5.30 1.61 3.30"

+8.60 3.04 2.82"

+1.00 0.70 1.43

+1.40 0.58 2.41*

Low.Structuring Group on ROCK Conceptsb
,,

20.00

26.00

1.18
+6.00 1.35 4.45"

1.90

48.75 2.88 k

+10.83 .2.82 3.84"
59.58 3.73

5,67 0.72
0.83 3.11"

8.25 0.82

4.42 0.48
-0.17 0.44 0.38

4.26 0.35
4,

104.42 2.50

f1 10
btoi,
"p<,05...

P < .01.

. 1.4.

6")

,
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Table 4VV

Significance of Difference Between Means on Each Variable for High- and

Low-Structuring Groups on the RDCK Concepts/Structuring Task
.11IMMIMPIONIMMEINOSNIP

'wsiagNANINIMI

Variable

Difference
Between Means

(tligh-Low) S.E.
Mmsalmw

I Gaol PRE 440 1.86 2.37"

2 Geol. POST
c.

3.70 v2.62 1.41
..._

Gaol % PRE 10.45 4.64 2.30**

Gaol % POST 8.22 5.67 1.45

Analog PRE , 3.73
,

0.90
.

4.1,3." ,.
,.e

Analog POST 2.15 -1.16 1.85*

Set-M PRE 1.58 0.63 2.52**
2' A

Set-M POST 3.15 0.75 4.16***

11.88 4.50 2.64'4

*p<,1
" p < .05

p<..91

1'

4_, 3'

.41

la

IL



. Table 5

Means and Standard Errors of All Variables for the High- and LoWStructuring
Groups on the MINERALS Concepts Structuring Task

and*Pre. to Post-Instructional changes

'Variable
tr,

PRE to POST Changes

Mean S.E. Difference .S.E. t
1411MAINNIk

High,Structuring Group on MINERALS Conceptsa

1 Geol PRE 24.44 1,71

2 Geol POST 30.33 1.85

3 Geol % PRE 59.44 4,12

4 Geol % POST 70.00 4.08

5 Analog PRE 8.22 0.76

6 Analog POST 11.00 0.83

7 SetM PRE 5.89 0.45

8 SetM POST 7.78 , 0.76

9 117.44 4.08 12

+5.89 1.13 5.20**

+10.56 4.35 2.43*

+2.78 --0.711 ^ 3.93**

+1.89 0.61 109*.

Low-Structuring Group on MINERALS Conceptshostdie
1 Gaol PRE

2 Geol POST

3 Gaol % PRE

21.10 1.53

d7.60 2.66

11111.111moliNIMINNIMIt.

+6.50 1.72 3.78*

51.40 3.72
+9.40 2.71 3.46**

4 Gebl % POST 60.80 r,t,;,, 4.82'

5 Analog PRE 6.10 0.89

6 Analog POST 8.50 0.91

7 SetM PRE 4.20 0.33

8 Set-M POST 4.20 0.51

9 W." 108.50 3.18

aN.9
b N 10

< .05
p .01

twswialltA

ct

+2.40 0.78 3.09*

t o

I.

".;?.



0 Table 6

Significance of Difference Between Means on Each Variable for High- and
;,-1-ow-Structdring-Groups-on-the-MINERALS-ConceptiStructuring Task

4.7

bifference
Between Means

9ariable (High-Low)
winvaawmwmums~fit

S.E.

1, Geol PRE

2 Gaol POST

3 Geol % PRE

r Geol % POST

5 Analog PRE'

6 Analog POST

7 Set.M PRE-

.7

Set-M POST

9 La.

3.34 2.29 1.46

2.73 3.29 0.83

8.04 5.54 1,45

9.20. 6.39 1.44

2.12 1.18 1,80*

2.50 1.24

1.69 0 0.55 3.06**

3.58, 0.90 3.98"

8.94 5.14 c:` 1.74

p < ,1
**p<.01
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body .

ears

eyes

face

foot

0

Practice Task

heel

'metatarsus-

nose

-soul,

toes

ATOM Task .

atoms -

chemical compounds

chemical elements

chemical substances

molecules

4.

CaCO3

ca cite

calc
car

carbon

diamond

granite

igneous

lava

limestone

magma

marble

halite .

ROCK Task

, metamorphic

pumice

rock

sediment

sedimentary

shale
_

slate

MINERAL. Task

inorganic solid subsiances

limestone

mineral

NaCl

91

Jo

sbells of sea animals

substances With a characteristic
crystalline structure

\ substances with a definite
chemical composition

lurally occurring substances
WA salt

domlaymemortaiwrimarvsamo..1.0Of

'41

Figure 1. Words used in the conCept structuang tasks.
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is a
class of °kr

ot's.

.1 igneous
t weathers)
I to form

forms
f

sedimentary

weathers',, .

to,form

in class I of

granite shale limestone slate

forms forms forms

[magma] 'lava sediment

changes into

changes into

1,.

marble

.03111111.

Figure 2, integrated structure showing 'hierarchical and transformation
;relations of the thirteen words in the ROCK task.
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a

fit
COMPLEXITY.OF

STRUCTURE'

'4o

14Graphemel.
Group

W-2 ,,W-3 W4 i W-5

Words Group

CLASSES OF STRUCTURES"

=.7............1.011,r1.1101=111.7.104=11..NIMMI....
CLASS ATTRIBUTES OF THE CLASS

W-6
e.

integration of hierarchical strUctUre and trans-
formational structure into a single strticture

VI*5
0

..

....
hierarchical structure plus fragment of -trans-
formational-structure ,

W-4

0=414
,

hierarchical. structure or transformational
structure

-3 fragments ' of the. hiera chical and/or transfor-
I t

mational structures -.

W2 two or more words relatedby a single technical
Lim' general usage label

W. /

,
two or more words, unspecified relationships

1.1111110111Mftr

two or more words related by a single morpho-
logical characteristic uss=0Y114

FigUre 3. Attributes and c)asses for ROCK structures.
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1

,)

Subsprice with
a liefinite chem-
ical composition

.11

2 1

Substance with a
characteristic crys-
talline structure

3

naturally
occurring.
substance

4

1.

inorganic
sol id 1,

substance

is defined as

's

shells of
sea animals

1..

Figure 4. Mineral definition (A) and mineral class membership
and non-membership (13) structures.

,

limesione

contains

Calcite

contaips

calcium carbonate
CaCO3

Figure 6. Rock composition structure.
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"TRIVIAL" NAMES

.CHEMICAL NAMES

7

diamond graphite

CHEMICAL FORMULA.

.Contains contains '

carbon

,

calcite limestone sea shells

contains contains contains

caldIum carbonate

CaCO3

A '

*not included in the doncept structurin'g tasi<

halite

contalos contains

(sodium chloride)*

NaCI

I

Figure 6, Chemical relations.structure,
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mineral

44

. . diamond

is.a

diamond

I
is composed of

mineral

.shells of sea animals

are not

\s (;olt a

shells of

sea animals

I
are composed of

CaCO3

1%..

rnlnçal

. . graphite

is a

®

grbphite

is cbmposed of

C

r.

mineral

. table salt

is not

I

®
is a \ is nota/

\a I is a
table salt

is composed of

NaCI

nim..s*.

.01.4710MW

mineral

. 4
. calcite

is a

® ® 0

calcite

I
is composed of

crab()3

mingeral

it
. halite

is a

® 0 0
a/Z

halite

is composed of

NaCI

Figure 7. Orligins of chemical and geological distinctions,



iimestone

,c)

contains

mineral

galcite ' halite diamond graphite table salt

contains

calcium
carbonate
CaCO

3

contains

NaCI,

tho

contains contains contairiS

shells of
sea a imals

contains

1,

Figure 8. Integrated 'structure.
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1.

COMPLEXITY OF
STRUCTURE

i4Grapheme

fl Group

W1 W-2 W-3 'W-4 W-5 W-6

Words G rOUP

CLASSES OF STRUCTURES

CLASS : ATTRIBUTES.OF THE CLASS

W-6 integration of relationships among three or more
terms integrated With characteristics of minerals

W5

........................_. .........
,

relationships among four terms, example, lime-
stone (rock) +0 calcite (mineral) 4+ calcium carbon-

ate (chemical name) 4+ CaCO3 (cf4rnical formula)

W-4 relationships among three terms:
diamond 4+ C 4+ crystalline stiucture

W-3

,..............
.

relationship between two terms: table salt 4+ NaCI

W-2

.,.

two or more words related by a single technical or
general usage label, ex: group of minerals, group
of non-minerals or group of characteristics of
minerals

.

W-1

_
two or more words, unspecified relationships

11
two or, more1 words related by a single morpho-
logical characteristic

Pigure 9. Attribuites and classes tor MINERAL structures.


